
This headline I confess to having stolen
from the article by Mary Ann Siegart in
Times 2 on Thursday 22 June. She was
referring to the American Episcopal
Church and the article begins by asking
how she can join it. It continues

It sounds great now that it has a
woman, the Bishop of Nevada. the
Rt Revd Katharine Jefferts Schori
in charge and an openly gay bishop
in Gene Robinson. That for me
encapsulates all the best Christian
virtues of tolerance, diversity and
acceptance.

I agree whole heartedly — but that is
also what I want both the Church of
England and the Anglican Communion
to be and my heart says. 'How long 0
Lord, how long! ?'

When the news of the election of
Barbara Harris as first woman bishop
broke on the radio, I was driving back
along the M62 at night after teaching
on the Northern Ordination Course.
Alone and in my car I cheered. When I
first met Barbara Harris at the WCC
gathering in Korea, I shrank back from
the long red nails and the cigarette
holder as she smoked in the corridor.
When Katharine's election as Presiding
Bishop was announced I was in our
cottage with my husband and I cheered
again. When I saw her photo I did not
like the deep all round collar and the
rather masculine dress. Long red nails,
cigarette holders, deep collars and imi-
tation male dress are cultural differ-
ences I can live with. I am still delight-
ed by these two elections.

There are, however, in the Anglican
Communion, much deeper cultural and
theological differences and those who
hold conservative views do not want to
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leave room for liberals like myself and
many other members of the MCU.

On June 20 Ruth Gledhill of the Times
reported that

the Anglican Church in America
descended into ecclesiastical anar-
chy last night as American tradi-
tionalists refused to accept the
authority of a woman and asked the
Archbishop of Canterbury to lead
them instead.

It was also reported that Rowan
Williams was seriously considering
this! My blood pressure went up to
new heights — why do all our bishops
seem to have their backbones
removed?

Early on 21 June I rejoiced as I learnt
that the House of Deputies has refused
to bow to pressure and had rejected a
motion to apologise for having a gay
bishop and abstain from consecrating
others. Later that night my heart sank
again as I learnt that a specially con-
vened joint meeting of the two houses
of the General Convention had agreed
to 'calls for restraint in consecrating
bishops whose manner of life presents
a challenge to the wider church'.

I was saddened to hear that the new
Presiding Bishop has pleaded with
them to do this as her church and the
Anglican communion were 'like con-
joined twins and needed to stay
together'.

Why was I so in despair? Did I really
want the Anglican Communion to
break up ? No I do not — but I do not
want to hold together at the expense of
gay people — yes and in many places
of women.

Bishop Katharine and others believe

that it now gives a chance for conver-
sation and in time things will change.
Bishop Robinson himself observed,
'This is not what we hoped for but it is
what we have'. He urged support for
Bishop Katharine and said, 'In some
sense having given the Anglican
Communion what it asked for regard-
ing gay and lesbian members in this
church, we'll be looking to them to see
if they were serious about wanting to
be in conversation about this, or
whether they wanted to end the conver-
sation'.

My fear is that the latter is what they
really want to do and they are already
scenting blood. Those who are opposed
to this change are often backed up by
the money of wealthy hardline evan-
gelicals. Archbishop Akinola is no poor
impoverished African bishop. He has
power such as no Church of England
bishop holds. Moreover he counte-
nances violence against women in their
homes and treats gay and lesbian peo-
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Women bishops and gays?
That's the church for me

Jean Mayland
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ple in his diocese with many of the
methods used by President Mugabe in
Zimbabwe against opposition figures.
There are gay and lesbian Christians in
Africa and their situation is a tragic
one. Give bullies an inch and they will
demand a mile. One might have hoped
that the Archbishop of Canterbury
might have learnt this lesson by now
but I see few signs.

There are dark days ahead and much
of the easy optimism of those who
trust in conversations will wear off.

Do we then give up? No! Why should
our church and our communion be
taken over by those of extreme conser-
vative views? I do not want to drive
them out but they must learn to live
with ideas and practices that are not
their own. The Communion is only
holding together because we liberals
are not threatening to take our bat and
ball and play elsewhere. One day we
may have to as the cost to the margin-

who do live in a society which is open,
friendly and inclusive even if the
church is not.

At the final morning Eucharist of the
Convention Presiding Bishop
Katharine said

Mother Jesus gives birth to a new
creation — and you and I are his
children. If we're going to keep on
growing into Christ images for the
world around us, we're going to
give up fear.

May we so grow.

Jean Mayland is a retired priest. Until
recently she was Co-ordinating
Secretary and Assistant General
Secretary at Churches Together in
Britain and Ireland. She is a member of
the MCU Council and Standing
Committee.

Our thanks to "Signs of the Times” for
permission to publish.               Editor
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alised of remaining may be too high. At
the moment however I think we have to
struggle on, but it must be remembered
just how much we care. We must not be
taken for granted.

Gene Robinson described the process
as a journey but acknowledged there
will be bumps in the road. He said 'I am
more interested in talking about tomor-
row than I am about yesterday or
today'. A terrible burden now rests
upon him and we should remember
him in our prayers.

When he was in Stockport last
November he said 'the change will
come — but maybe not in our lifetime'.
It seems increasingly and sadly likely
that it will not come in mine. All I can
do is work, struggle, write and pray
that it may come in the lifetime of my
children and grand children. Perhaps
then they may be attracted back to a
church which at the moment seems to
have little to offer them or their friends

The Pope’s lecture, ‘Breadth of the
Logos’ is a tour de force of meta-
physics, unrivalled since St Thomas
Aquinas wrote in the thirteenth centu-
ry. Grant the premise — admittedly, a
gigantic leap — and all the rest fol-
lows. Yet is metaphysics and based on
the ancient Greeks to boot, the best
way to communicate ideas in the twen-
ty-first century? Thomism served the
Church well in the Middle Ages by
providing a language in which to
express the faith. The essence of
Thomism, as Dr Wijngaards explains,
was to define the nature of everything,
as understood in the thirteenth century
from the sacraments to sexuality. Thus
sex is forbidden to homosexuals by
Natural Law. Our study of nature today
shows that by no means all animals,
including mankind, are heterosexual.
Today we need a new language, based
on existing knowledge, in which to
express the truths of Christianity. Even
as a metaphysician, is Benedict XVI’s
Greek up to Thomist standards? Logos,
he equates with reason, but in normal
usage, it just meant ‘word’ and in St
John’s Gospel, the word of command
to create the world.

Philosophers, unlike theologians, will be
more guarded in their praise of the
Regensburg lecture. Benedict XVI gave
several hostages to fortune in his lecture.
He didn’t follow the normal practice by
philosophers of clarifying his terms.
‘Reason’ — a notoriously slippery con-
cept — on which his whole argument
rests — is nowhere clearly defined. ‘The
best of Greek thought’ is invoked in sup-
port of his claims, with scant explana-
tion of how he distinguishes it from the
worst. The latter appears to include
Platonism, especially where tending
towards Cartesianism. The Stoics with
ideas of Natural Law at variance with
the Pope’s would surely fail to please
him. The Cynics, if not indicted by their
very name, would presumably be fault-
ed for their scepticism, while their
demotic life-style would hardly appeal
to a career curialist! That leaves few
Greek thinkers besides Aristotle, some
of whose views, such as the justification
of slavery and the denial that women are
rational beings, the Pope might feel
obliged to discard, if a trifle reluctantly!
Nor are the founders of modern thought
spared. Benedict XVI’s assurance, that
he has no wish to be putting ‘the clock

back to the time before the
Enlightenment’, is unconvincing. The
Pope’s sympathies could hardly
embrace the movement’s leading
thinkers, the ‘relativist’ Montesquieu,
Rousseau who despite the doctrine of
Original Sin, maintained that man is
born good and the many sceptics, such
as Hume and Diderot, while Kant,
explicitly excoriated in the lecture, is
one of the principal inspirers of much
philosophy today.

Every claimant at the bar of philoso-
phy must submit to a baggage check,
in case he is smuggling undeclared
assumptions, which could injure oth-
ers. The nub of the lecture is the incul-
turation of Reason (God’s truth) in
Greek thought. ‘Reason’, so under-
stood, is limited to a particular theo-
logical school, of a single church, of
which he happens to be head. There is
no acknowledgement that other reli-
gions or individuals can achieve
‘Reason’ through their own efforts.
The whole tenor of the argument is that
Truth or Reason is a commodity which
some possess and others do not. That
view is very foreign to philosophy. It is

BENEDICT XVI
METAPHYSICIAN WHO ASPIRES TO BE A PHILOSOPHER

John Mackrell
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the different aptitudes and capabilities
of human beings which set limits to
their individual understanding, or so
philosophers in the prevailing
Lockean tradition still believe.

Benedict XVI’s insistence on the
Hellenisation of Christianity appears
to make little sense, even in theologi-
cal terms. How does Benedict XVI
know that a Hellenised Christianity is
the only route to the Truth? In the New
Testament when the followers of Jesus
the Christ are exhorted to preach to all
nations, there is no caveat that the
Gospel should be served up with a
Greek sauce. That is a form of cultural
imperialism — a concept acceptable to
few supporters outside the govern-
ments of Bush and Blair. The Pope
might benefit from listening to the
experiences of his own missionaries.
Many say that contact with other cul-
tures deepens their own faith.
Teachers of all kinds learn that their
understanding of ideas is enriched by
examining them in different contexts.
And how are native peoples expected
to embrace Christianity, when it is for-
eign to their own culture?

Were it not for Benedict XVI’s
remarks about Muslims, his lecture
would have been interred in the decent
obscurity of academic discourse. It
would be unreasonable to impugn the
Pope’s good faith. We can only assume
that the Pope is so otherworldly that he

ties of their forbears. As for today’s ter-
rorism, it is best understood as a
protest against centuries of Western
imperialism, capped by the current
invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan.
Instead of lecturing Muslims, the
majority of whom have little control
over their radical associates, it would
be more productive if Christians were
to listen sympathetically to Muslim
grievances, and work together with
them to create a more peaceable world. 

Most ordinary Catholics value good
relations with people of other faiths.
The Pope’s combativeness, an irritant
within the Church, is a source of acute
embarrassment to us all, when he
offends those outside it. Jews were
understandably outraged, when at
Auschwitz, he exonerated the German
people for the Holocaust and failed to
say a word of apology for the Catholic
Church’s part in fomenting anti-semi-
tism. As for the Muslims, when he
gave a private audience recently to an
Italian journalist, notorious for
remarks, such as ‘Muslims breed like
rats’, the Pope provided a context for
his own lecture in Regensburg. Even
the Buddhists, exemplary in their
peaceful attitude to others, were gratu-
itously insulted for practising ‘a form
of mental masturbation’. How long
will it take this gifted pope to realise
that, however laudable his intentions,
he lacks a talent for ecumenism?

is, indeed, living in a world other than
our own. ‘Show me just what
Muhammad brought that was new and
you will find evil and inhuman things,
such as his command to spread the
faith with the sword.’ Just to quote
these words approvingly, whatever
their source, was certain to antagonise
Muslims. Nor are these inflammatory
words germane to the proposition, he
seeks to establish, that violence is
incompatible with reason. Had he
wanted examples to illustrate this tru-
ism, he had no need to go to Islam in
the fourteenth century. There are many
examples far closer to home: papal
support for the crusades against the
Muslims, for the burning of heretics,
for the persecution of the Jews, which
helped to create the mind-set, which
itself made the Holocaust possible.
Nor can Benedict XVI be totally
unaware that this tradition of persecu-
tion was carried on by himself in his
earlier guise of Cardinal Ratzinger,
when as head of the CDF — former
Holy Inquisition — he censured the-
ologians, who dared to disagree with
him, such as Hans Küng, Leonardo
Boff and many others? It is sad that the
Pope’s voice drowns out those of oth-
ers, who understand far better than
himself, the origins of so-called
Islamic violence. For, violence is not
intrinsic to Islam, as the Pope implies.
Most Muslims, just like Christians,
have abandoned the warlike proclivi-

WHY IS THE CHURCH NOT FACING UP
TO THE SPIRITUALITY REVOLUTION?

Adrian Smith

Anyone who has read any of my previ-
ous contributions to Renew will know
that I am thoroughly convinced that
humanity is making an evolutionary
shift into a new consciousness.
Already in 1936 Teilhard de Chardin
wrote: 

We now have to accept it as proven
that mankind has just entered into
what is probably the most extensive
period of transformation it has
known since its birth. ... Today
something is happening to the
whole stricture of human con-
sciousness: a fresh kind life is
beginning to appear. (Science and
Christ)

The horrors our world is experiencing

today are the birth pangs of this trans-
formation. Among the many signs of
this upheaval, from a Christian per-
spective, is what is being named a
"Spirituality Revolution". Four books
on this phenomenon have been pub-
lished recently*.

No one can deny the words of the late
religious broadcaster, Gerald Priestland:
"Our western world is becoming less
and less religious but more and more
spiritual". If evidence were required one
need only to compare the dwindling
number of people filling church pews
with the increasing length of the book-
shelves marked "Body, Mind & Spirit"
in our bookshops.

Today's common usage of the word

"spirituality" is woolly indeed. Few
words in the English language convey
such a wide variety of meanings to
such a wide variety of people. There is
the traditional Christian use to describe
a particular path towards God, as for
example, Franciscan, Dominican or
Ignatian spirituality. To some, spiritual-
ity is synonymous with spiritualism. To
many, it conveys such practices as
Reiki, Eastern meditation, Tai Chi,
hugging trees, using crystals and so
much more. It has become a brand
name for the search for meaning, for
values, for transcendence. Many of
these practices would be labelled "New
Age" — and consequently dismissed as
fads. But their increasing popularity
reveals two things. First, that more
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people are seeking some way of giving
their lives a meaning beyond the mate-
rial and, further, that they feel drawn to
something beyond, greater than them-
selves, which some would name
"God". Secondly, that people are not
finding the answers they seek to their
faith questions, nor an attractive path
to follow, in the institutional Church,
of whatever denomination. The words
and explanations of Christian belief
with which they are presented belong
to a past age and not to the world, and
indeed the Universe, as we experience
and know it today. Their meeting with
and being edified by people of other
Faiths in our midst has shattered the
doctrine that the Church possesses the
sole Truth.

The spiritual path these people are tak-
ing today is causing them to depart
from the religious roots of their child-
hood — if, indeed, such ever existed.
They are turning to a pick and mix
programme, especially towards the
mystical traditions of other religions.

I am making no value judgements
about this spirituality revolution, but
simply observing what is happening
around us. Why is it that Church
leaders seem quite unaware of the
phenomenon or ignore it as a passing
fashion? As I travel round England
visiting Catholic parishes, I find that
the great majority of priests are so
overwhelmed by their duties to their
parishioners — mostly to the tiny
percentage of the population who are
regular church goers — that they
have little idea of the spiritual tem-
perature of the "people out there". If
the thrust of evangelisation is getting
"the lapsed" back into church, what
"Good News" do we have to offer the
vast number of spiritual seekers who
feel that "church" has no relevance to
their lives? Are we afraid of parting

ow side (and in this it differs from the
New Age scene). 6. It feels the need
to be expressed in some form of ritu-
al (notice the inclusion of the word in
"spi-ritual-ity") which might be med-
itating before a Buddha statue, sacred
dance, placing candles round the
bath.

All this is happening against the
background of ever accelerating
change. We notice the disappearance
of a sense of tradition with the break-
down of traditional, stable society.
People are seeking a meaning in life,
ideals to live by. Has life a purpose
other than that which we give it? Has
it a meaning other than that drawn
from a faith tradition?

Put simply, the popular contemporary
view is that spirituality is seen as holis-
tic, non-dogmatic, self-improving and
therefore good, while religion is
viewed as out-dated, irrelevant, con-
flict causing and therefore bad! What
are we prepared to do about that?

* Robert Forman. Grassroots
Spirituality: What it is, Why it is here,
Where it is going. Imprint Academic,
Exeter, 2004

Linda Woodhead & Paul Heels. The
Spiritual Revolution: Why Religion is
giving way to Spirituality. Blackwell,
London, 2004

William Bloom. Soulutions: The
Holistic Manifest. Hay House, UK,
2004

David Tacey. The Spirituality
Revolution: the Emergence of
Contemporary Spirituality. Brunner-
Routledge, Hove, UK, 2004

Adrian Smith's latest book: The
Creative Christian: God and Us,
Partners in Creation will be published
this Autumn by 0 Books, Winchester.

from the theological language in
which our beliefs are couched, to
speak to people in the language of
their everyday concerns? How many
people in the supermarket are excited
by the word "Redemption"? Do we
expect people  — the young especial-
ly — to embrace the culture of our
liturgical prayers, our Victorian
hymns and our 4th century 4th
Creeds? Why are we not addressing
them in their cultural terms  which,
after all, is our own out-of-church
day-to-day culture?

Is there a meeting point or have we to
move radically, such that we shift from
the prevailing Church paradigm to
quite another? For example, a shift
from traditional supernatural theism
(belief in an interventionist God who
operates from outside/above creation)
to a panentheistic God who operates
from within creation? Is that even a
possibility? It is challenging. But sure-
ly no more challenging than the para-
digm shift made by Jesus in turning
the prevailing religious values of his
own people upside-down.

How do we take the first steps in a
new direction? By listening and look-
ing: being aware, noticing, analysing
what is going on in the spirituality
revolution. It appears to have six
characteristics. 1. It acknowledges
that there is the Other, the Greater,
the Transcendent, the Great
Omnipotent Divinity (abbreviated as
G.O.D). 2. This Other attracts people
towards their higher potential, to
become more, to achieve more, to
grow. 3. It embodies spiritual values:
compassion, forgiveness, peace, etc.
4. It recognises the interrelatedness,
interdependence of everything in cre-
ation, ourselves included. It has an
ecological component, named Eco-
spirituality. 5. It recognises our shad-

PATTERNS IN THE MIND:
can we get over ideological conflict?

Dominic Kirkham

Before sitting down to write this article
I arrange my thoughts. Mulling over an
idea that presents its self to the con-
scious mind, I turn it around like a
prism and see how it reflects the light
of reality. Then, usually whilst walking
the dog, I ponder what bits of evidence
may support or contradict it, what facts
may enhance it, and how a pattern in

such things may be detected, before
launching forward into literary con-
struction.

Nothing original in that. George Eliot
put the matter altogether more graphi-
cally in Middlemarch (Ch. 27) when
she presented a little 'parable' regarding
the habit people have of seeing patterns

in the events that concern them: just as
the surface of polished steel rubbed by
the housemaid, "will be minutely and
multitudinously scratched in all direc-
tions; but place now against it a lighted
candle as a centre of illumination, and
lo! The scratches will all seem to
arrange themselves in a fine series of
concentric circles round that little sun."
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Looked at impartially the scratches are
going everywhere, it is only the can-
dle-light of consciousness — our
"egoism" — that gives "the flattering
illusion of concentric arrangement."

When not writing novels, Eliot was
well known as a translator of contem-
porary German theo-philosophical
writings. Though Hegel was not one of
these, she would have been only too
well aware of the shadow cast by the
gargantuan bulk of his writings.
Prompted by the events of his time, the
"lighted candle" of Hegel's conscious-
ness spanned a vast historical spec-
trum, and lo! "the flattering illusion" of
a patterned process appeared. It has
beguiled people ever since.

It is from this period that the grand
ideological construct — the "ism" —
first appears in the English language. It
has been multiplying ever since:
Hegelianism mutating into Marxism
its even more influential offspring —
so down to Maoism and our own
times. Nor was it just a matter of intel-
lectual conjecture. Having detected the
pattern in the historical scratchings of
humanity, the great helmsmen, surfing
the currents of history, went one bet-
ter: they began to rearrange history.
Untold millions of lives were
'rearranged' so as to confirm the flatter-
ing illusions of these great 'egoists'.
The pattern of history demanded noth-
ing less.

Nothing original in any of this either.
So has it always been. There is a ster-
ile controversy that periodically rears
its head as to which were the more
destructive of humanity, the secular
ideologies of the modern times or the
religious beliefs of the more distant
past. What this controversy obscures is
that both were different sides of the
same coin; the great visionaries and
leaders of mankind were all partial to
the "illusion of (the) concentric
arrangement" of humanity into pat-
terns — some even claimed this to be
under the illumination of revelation or,
like George Washington, "a special
providence".

So it continues. The world is frag-
mented into vast ideological camps
which increasingly rage at each other
in fury. In the aftermath of the Cold
War it became apparent that no
Soviet generals had ever met a west-
ern counterpart (and vice versa) —
they were speaking entirely to a vir-
tual creation of their own imaginings

beyond these endlessly forming patterns
of the mind and the tectonics of their
constantly grinding ideological plates?

In fact there is and it results from a
return to the roots of Hegel's thinking
in Greek thought. It seems that it was
whilst reading Plato's Dialogues that
Hegel seemed to have conceived his
idea of history as a dialectical pattern.
This was based on his understanding of
the Socratic method as bringing con-
flicting ideas together leading to a new
state of consciousness. But in fact this
is a misreading. Socrates — arch
debunker of the opinionated — did not
pretend his method to be the basis to
some grand historical process, such as
Hegel extrapolated from it, but the
very opposite.

For Socrates the dialogue is an existen-
tial encounter in which personal com-
munication does not so much give rise
to a world of abstraction (a synthesis
drawn from preceding antithesis) but
rather allows each to discover a new
understanding of their own world. In
our own times the existential philoso-
pher Martin Buber has reiterated a
Socratic view of life as a meeting of
others on a level of depth that creates
new understanding.

Here the meaning of novelty is crucial.
The understanding of novelty — so
often seen as threat by traditionalists
— has also been a challenge to biolo-
gists seeking to understand how new
species and features evolve.
Interestingly, the latest thinking about
natural processes throws light on our
noumenal processes. In The
Plausibility of Life, biologists
Kirschner and Gerhart state that novel-
ty arises, "by the use of conserved
processes in new combinations, at dif-
ferent times, and in different places
and amounts, rather than by the inven-
tion of new processes" ('conserved
processes' are those hitherto hidden or
unexpressed capacities of the organ-

as they addressed their adversaries
across the air waves. There was a
brief time when it was hoped we
would learn from such experience —
that globalisation would bring
humanity together in one great "con-
centric arrangement". But it was not
to be.

Now neo-cons and resurgent funda-
mentalists have both detected further
patterns. For political neo-cons the
"global democratic revolution" has
become a parody of the old Soviet
vision of historical inevitability
(Capitalism now replacing Leninism).
Contemporary theo-philosophers like
Alister McGrath (in The Twilight of
Atheism) have detected another pattern
in which secular society is seen as no
more than a historical blip when we
pretended religion wasn't relevant. So
religious revivalists like Jerry Jenkins
(co author of Left Behind, the best sell-
ing evangelical work in the USA) can
claim, "Now there are so many of us,
they have to listen to us and do things
our way".

Others are not so sure. Richard Rorty
— bete noir of neo-cons and tradi-
tionalists — is certainly on the side
of the 'scratchings'. An unflinching
nominalist, he is committed to the
view that our generalised patterns of
the world are no more than the prod-
ucts of our own descriptions:
"Nominalists see language as just
human beings using marks and nois-
es to get what they want" (Essays on
Heidegger). Fellow American
philosopher Daniel Dennett argues in
his latest work (Breaking the Spell:
religion as a natural phenomenon)
that the readiness of humans to
favour grand ideological and reli-
gious patterns is an unintentional
consequence of the way our minds
are so constituted — a capacity that
has evolved so as to enable us to
detect patterns in the behaviour of
others and so anticipate them: a use-
ful survival asset.

All of which suggests 'patterned think-
ing' is deeply embedded in the mind.
Which takes us back to Hegel. His great
intuition — as revealed in his
Philosophy of History — was that
"thoughtful consideration" reveals a
"progress of the consciousness". In this
master pattern, everything finds its
place, even conflicts — such as that
between the ideologies of faith and
unbelief, theism and atheism (those
'isms' again!). So is there any way

"He has a dark mentality that comes
from the darkness of the Middle
Ages. He is a poor thing that has not
benefited from the spirit of reform in
the Christian world. It looks like an
effort to revive the mentality of the
Crusades."

Salih Kapusuz, Deputy leader of the
Turkish Islamic-rooted Party, refer-
ring to Pope Benedict's Regensburg
lecture.
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bothered to meet their western counter-
parts! Instead of the patterns we begin
to appreciate the particularities, even
peculiarities, in ourselves and others.
We can then begin to generate new
shared understandings: the end of
Soviet ideology was marked by the
emergence of the Solidarity move-
ment. This kind of mutuality allows
each a breathing space and enables us
to understand ourselves better. In the
end we can just dispense with the pat-
terns altogether. Now, where did I put
that dog's lead!

destiny. The 'scratchings' — like the
'conserved processes' that give each
their personality — become their own
revelation, not of some greater pattern
but of themselves.

On a cultural level, what is also new is
the consequent mutuality of two previ-
ously differing worlds which are now
characterised by a shared enrichment.
In this we begin to see beyond the ide-
ological world of patterns, of clashing
civilisations and endless conflict: just
think if those Soviet generals had just

ism). Novelty, then, is not the appear-
ance of something hitherto nonexistent
but rather the realisation of unexam-
ined or unexpected implications in
ones own patterned world of thought.

As with the natural world, so with the
cultural world. We can begin to see
those personal 'scratchings' on the
grand historical surface in a different
way. Not as the fatalistic record of the
prisoner on his cell wall, resigned to his
historical destiny, but as the expression
of a creative operative shaping his own

WHAT ABOUT STARTING A CCC GROUP?

Derek Reeve

Some time ago I suggested to the
Executive of the C.C.C. that it might be
an idea for members to meet from time
to time in groups, both for mutual sup-
port and for recruitment. I was advised
that this was not a viable idea but I per-
sisted until I was able to obtain a list of
all C.C.C. members. I soon realised,
however, that my idea was, indeed, not
viable, since the members who lived
closest to me were scattered at various
points along the south coast and meeting
would be very difficult, given the added
fact most of us were far from young.

I was convinced, though, from my
experience as a parish priest, that small
groups are an important way both of
supporting one another and of giving
people a sense of community. We had
used them in our parish for many years
and, I believe, it was due to them that
we had such a strong sense of belong-
ing. They were also a way of introduc-
ing people to the community and mak-
ing those who seemed isolated feel
more part of things.

I decided, therefore, to revise my orig-
inal plan and see if there might be some
mileage in gathering together members
of the parish community where I had
been parish priest. I had hesitated to do
this because our parish community had
been amalgamated with its neighbour
in such a way that it had ceased to exist
as an independent community and I
had been told to keep my distance,
even though I am still living in the
parish. However, I knew that many
people were disillusioned and felt they
had nowhere that they belonged and so
I cast caution to the winds and invited

a few people to invite others to come
along for an evening get together.

We have begun to meet in our house
and, to my surprise, up to the moment
some fifty people have responded and
we meet in groups of anything from ten
to twenty (when we are stretched to the
limit!). This does seem to respond to
the need people have to feel they
belong somewhere and it gives them
the support which they have been lack-
ing. We meet about every six weeks.

We begin with a simple breaking of
bread, often using Simon Bryden-
Brook's book 'Take, Bless, Break,
Share' after reading a Gospel text and
reflecting on it. We then share drinks
and nibbles which people bring along.
The whole thing lasts about a couple of
hours although, sometimes, people are
quite reluctant to break up the party!

It occurs to me that all our members
might be able to do something similar
and form such small groups. There are
so many people in our parishes who
feel little if any sense of belonging,
who find that they are not nourished by
the liturgy and, even more so, by the
teaching that is given or the lack of it.
It takes no more than a simple invita-
tion to a few friends and the rest fol-
lows naturally. The meetings could
move from home to home and no great
cost is incurred.

It would be good if people became
aware of C.C.C. through these groups
and I wonder if we might not recruit
many more people to our cause by this
simple method. I was made very aware
of this recently when I presided at
Mass in the parish where I normally

attend Mass now and someone came up
to me afterwards to say how he had
found the homily challenging and how
could he find other Catholics who
might have similar ideas. I advised him
to look at the C.C.C. website but I
thought how much better it would have
been if I had been able to invite him to
a C.C.C. group.

Why not try it out? There is nothing to
lose and, I believe, a lot to gain, both
for those involved and for our
Movement. Our pamphlets would pro-
vide admirable discussion topics if we
don’t want to simply take the Gospel.

Another three new CCC
booklets – hot from the press!

Dr Pat Pinsent of Roehampton
University has written a new booklet
for CCC entitled Women and the
Roman Catholic Church – wasted
potential and unrecognised achieve-
ment.

Dr Joseph Seferta, an Eastern Rite
Catholic born in Iraq has produced for
us Papal Authority and Catholic/-
Orthodox Unity. His earlier CCC book-
let The Church and Islam in Britain has
proved one of our best-sellers.

Awaited any day from our printers is Dr
Ed Echlin’s Changing Climate —
Changing Church. CCC is fortunate to
have such scholarship available to us
from this well-known talented and
challenging writer.

Available at £2 each including postage
(payable to CCC) from The Secretariat,
CCC, 14 West Halkin Street, London
SW1X 8JS.
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CLERGY SEX ABUSE
Godric Timney OSB

In June 2003 RENEW 126 carried a
controversial article by Margaret
Kennedy, founder of ‘Christian
Survivors of Sexual Abuse’ and
‘Minister and Clergy Sexual Abuse
Survivors’. In the light of recent cases
of clergy suffering as a result of the
very strict system now in place, we
asked Godric Timney, the out-going
Chair of the National Conference of
Priests, to comment. Tom Jordan is the
new NCP Chair.

We cannot deny that mistakes have been
made in the way that abuse cases have
been dealt with and every cleric I know
would want to apologise for the way
many of these cases have been handled.

Having spoken to archbishops, bishops
and priests over the past three years
there is no doubt in my mind that the
Church authorities are doing what they
can to support the victims. There is
now a much greater understanding of
the traumas suffered by victims than,
say, ten or twenty years ago. 

The particular issue the NCP has been
concerned about over the past two or
three years is the way in which accusa-
tions against priests have been dealt
with by some bishops. Very many
priests are aware, as never before, of
their vulnerability to false accusations

against them, and fear for their good
names. Stories are told of priests being
given twenty minutes to vacate their
presbyteries, sometimes even in the
middle of the night. The nature of the
accusations has not always been clear
and even when the police have
dropped a case priests have been held
in a state of limbo, sometimes for
years. That is why the NCP has asked
the bishops several times for written
guidelines regarding the way accusa-
tions are dealt with by bishops. 

In June 2006 it was reported in The
Tablet that Archbishop Vincent
Nichols had said that any priest
accused of abuse would never practice
his priestly ministry again. Fr Paul
Bruxby, a canon lawyer and priest of
the Brentwood diocese wrote to The
Tablet in defence of priests, pointing
out the injustice of treating people as
guilty before an accusation has been
proved true. It is not a question of con-
doning wrong-doing but of ensuring
that justice is given to everyone. 

I invited Paul Bruxby to address the
NCP Conference in September to out-
line the concerns and he did this suc-
cinctly and clearly. Bishop Kevin
Dunne, who has been working with the
Canon Law Society on the matter of

‘Guidelines’ was unable to attend the
Conference but Archbishop Vincent
Nichols was with us and replied to the
points made by Paul and others. The
Archbishop stated that he had been
misrepresented in The Tablet article
and in fact knew of priests still working
in ministry against whom accusations
had been made and found to be
unfounded. The Archbishop also went
on to say that sometimes there are
aspects of a case which prevent full dis-
closure of all the details. Bishop Kieran
Conry was also present and the general
feeling of the conference was that the
discussion with the bishops had played
a valuable part in bishops and priests
listening to their mutual concerns.

There are still accounts of how priests
have been treated without due justice
by their bishops, but the NCP is work-
ing with our bishops to find an appro-
priate and just approach to how accusa-
tions against priests are handled. 

The NCP has recently reported to the
Cumberlege Commission. We can but
hope that the review of Nolan will lead
not only to greater safeguards for the
protection of children and vulnerable
adults but also ensure that justice is done
and seen to be done by the way the
Catholic Church conducts its affairs.

VATICAN SEXUAL COVER-UP
Frank Regan (Editor)

The recent Panorama programme on
alleged Vatican cover-up of sexual abuse
of minors by Catholic priests has pro-
voked a storm of protest by Archbishop
Vincent Nichols and Cardinal Cormac
Murphy-O'Connor. The most delicate
point made by the programme was that
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, now Pope
Benedict XVI, was responsible for the
mess. Whatever the weaknesses in the
structure and argumentation of the pro-
gramme, its very presentation reminds
us once again that the Catholic institu-
tion is sitting on a time bomb.

The Founder/Chair of MACSAS
(Minister and Clergy Sexual Abuse
Survivors), Margaret Kennedy has
written to The Tablet criticising the

scope and the style of the programme
but points to the fact of “cover-up” by
the Vatican which has yet to be
explained. She points to a letter written
by a psychologist to a Catholic bishop
back in 1952 warning of the rarity of
change in the behaviour of
paedaphiles. The professional advised
the laicisation of such priests instead of
re-cycling them to other locations.

The Summer edition of MACSAS con-
tains some very interesting, if not
alarming, information. One of the
items mentioned is an Audit made by
the US Catholic Church for 2005. It
says that the US church paid
$399,037,456 for settlements;
$8,404,197 for therapy for victims;

$13,599,138 for support for offenders;
$41,251,640 for attorneys’ fees, etc.
The total for the year was
$466,933,472. There is no similar
breakdown of settlements here in the
UK. Everything is secret.

The same edition carries the news that the
Archdiocese of Westminster has dis-
missed Sally Chisholm, its only qualified
counsellor to work with victims of abuse.
New church guidelines permit the use of
volunteers or clergy to counsel victims.

Margaret Kennedy wrote to The Tablet
but the Editor would not publish the
letter. In it she wrote:

"It is with complete bewilderment that
we learned that the Westminster Diocese
has made their Clergy Abuse Survivors
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support worker redundant….Sally
Chisholm, a qualified counsellor, was a
Godsend to survivors and we survivors
applauded her work undertaken in diffi-
cult circumstances. Her redundancy
was effected without a replacement
strategy in place, leaving many sur-
vivors totally ‘stranded’. A cruel and
dangerous thing to do. The priest ‘cov-

ering’ in the interim has no experience
in this area of work. (Many would not
favour going to a priest anyway after
abuse by a priest.)

Westminster is taking a retrograde step
in resorting to using unqualified,
untrained, unskilled priests, nuns or
volunteers to support survivors and
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LETTER

tives of the 'official' religion in his
day.We have merely replaced the
hebraic law with canon law.*

St Paul writes: "But now we are rid of
the law ... free to serve in new spiritu-
al ways ..." "No one can be justified
in the sight of God by keeping the
Law." "But now the Law has come to
an end with Christ." "Written letters
bring death, but the Spirit gives life."
"Christ redeemed us from the curse of
the Law..." Before faith came we
were allowed no freedom by the

Dear Mr Pycroft

I read with interest your exchange
correspondence with Austen
Ivereigh (Renew 138) and cannot
agree more that canon law should be
subservient to love. "The sabbath
was made for man, not man for the
sabbath", and so on for all the com-
mandments.

If Christ were to return today, he’d
have exactly the same trouble with
the Magisterium as he had with the
Scribes and Pharisees, representa-

taking the cheapest option recommend-
ed by COPCA. The COPCA policies
are grossly deficient in content and we
resigned from that working party in
protest….It speaks volumes about how
the Church understands and values
clergy abuse survivors."

(The letter is slightly shortened. Editor)

Law." "Sin gets its power from the
Law." etc. etc.

Can you suggest any ways we can
knock this idea into the heads of
Church authorities, or more precisely
into Benedict XVI’s, for it seems the
barque of Peter is steered, at present,
single handedly? The growth of the
Catholic Church is stultified because
canon law is designed to preserve the
status quo. We should challenge this
at every opportunity.

John Davis (Eastleigh)

The offices of the CCC Secretariat in
London have a number of back issues
of RENEW and would be delighted to
post copies to anyone interested in hav-
ing any in return for 40p per copy
(stamps, or cheque payable to CCC for
larger sums). Looking back, John
Challenor has picked out the following
articles as noteworthy.

127 Review of Garry Wills’ forceful
exposé Papal Sin

120 Obituary of Herbert McCabe OP
– a perceptive portrait by Giles
Hibbert OP

121 ‘A window on Islam’ – view of a
Muslim ‘modernist’
Ordination of Women’ – a
review by Josephine Way of a
weighty book by John

GEMS FROM PAST COPIES OF RENEW

Wijngaards
123 ‘The Vatican and Anti-Semitism’

– Historian Edgar Feuchwanger
reviews a book on the Catholic
Church and the Jews
‘Catholics and Sex’ – Simon
Bryden-Brook reviews a CTS
pamphlet 
‘Priest shortage – threat or
opportunity?’ Report of a CCC
Study Day.

125 ‘Journey of a Christian Minister’
– Nicholas Anderson’s story as a
Catholic, and an Anglican,
priest.
‘A new look at Newman’ – John
Challenor reviews a recent biog-
raphy.

126 ‘UK Catholics close ranks’ –

Margaret Kennedy lets out a cri
de coeur about child abuse
‘Clash of Civilisations or Global
Humanity?’ – Dominic Kirkham
looks at our future.

129 ‘Full spectrum domination’ –
Frank Regan examines the lega-
cy of John Paul II.

132 Michael Winter tells the story of
his priesthood.

135 As a whole, considered by some
as the best issue ever of RENEW

139 ‘Merton Today’ – Gerry
McFlynn on a Trappist engaged
with the world. Arguably
Gaudium et Spes is the lifeblood
of CC as well as the key to
Merton’s development.

"Jesus hung out with whores and social outcasts, was
remarkably casual about sex, disapproved of the family,
urged us to be laid back about property and possessions,
warned his followers that they too would die violently, and
insisted that the truth kills and divides as well as liberates.
He also cursed the self-righteous prigs and deeply alarmed
the ruling class."

Terry Eagleton from his review of "The God Delusion"
by Richard Dawkins, London Review of Books, 30/10/06

"But the Christian story is an odd one, because it is not
fundamentally about being a Christian but about being
human. The story that we re-enact each year points us not
towards some cosy future in which all Christians will be
gathered together around Christ, but towards the
Kingdom in which all of humanity will be reconciled and
united."

Timothy Radcliffe from "Awakening to a New Awareness",
a CANA publication.
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VATICAN II’S ACHIEVEMENT —
ACTUALLY MODEST,
POTENTIALLY VAST

G. Alberigo, editor, History of Vatican
II, Volume 5 — The Council and the
Transition, The Fourth Period and
the End of the Council, September —
December 1965, Orbis/Peters, 2006,
85 Euros.

This is the concluding volume of an
excellent historical reconstruction of
the great event we refer to as Vatican II.
The earlier volumes were reviewed by
me in RENEW 99, 111, 117 and 130.

To sketch the contents; G Turbanti
describes the reception given to the
Council so far, in 1965. Prominent here
are anxious calls for obedience and
unity from Pope Paul VI, dismayed by
lively ferment in the Church. G
Routhier and M. Velati record the ardu-
ous process, once the bishops were
together again, of redrafting the texts in
the light of debate and amendments and
preparing them for final voting. Some
sub-commissions met twice a day to
meet deadlines. C. Theobald singles out
the story of the Constitution on
Revelation, which was exceptionally
controversial. P. Hünermann records
“The Final Weeks of the Council”.
Lukas Vischer, a protestant observer
from the World Council of Churches,
writes a chapter on Vatican II as an
event in the ecumenical movement. In
two final chapters, Alberigo sums up
and looks ahead.

The twelve weeks of this final session
were occupied mainly by completing
work on the texts – eleven of the total
sixteen documents were still unfin-
ished. Meetings could be fractious. The
theologian Fr de Lubac told Bishop
McGrath (President of a sub-commis-
sion on ‘The Church in the World
Today’), “Dr Josef Ratzinger, a theolo-
gian as peace-loving and benevolent as
he is competent, ought to be asked to
collaborate.” Mgr. Prignon (Rector of
the Belgian College, Rome) noted:
“Ratzinger attacked the text radically
and violently.” He raised six objections,
one that it was unclear who was speak-
ing in the text. “The People of God”,
someone said. “What people?”, asked
Ratzinger. Another complaint was over
the text’s undue optimism about this
world. Fractiousness persisted.

From the outset, the Council divided
the Church. Some were for John’s pro-
gramme of aggiornamento, ecu-
menism, and pastoral friendliness
towards the world. Others were
against. Where Xavier Rynne’s earlier
history spoke of “progressiveness” and
“conservatives”, this new History
speaks of “the majority” and “the
minority”. Many, of course, were
unsure. I knew Catholics at the time
who deplored the polarisation and were
would-be centrists. Many bishops and
theologians worked as centrists from
day to day; Paul VI himself worked as
a centrist by lending some of his
weight to the minority; others joined
the majority, to achieve near-unanimi-
ty. But no centre party emerged, and
while some Vatican men like Cardinal
Ruini who has disparaged this History
(The Tablet 25/06/05) would have
liked a more centrist account, an histo-
rian is surely right to see events
through the two-party prism.

As well as narrating the basic work on
the documents, this volume tells the
story of the minority’s campaign to
defend the status quo against change.
Weak in numbers but strong in persis-
tence, this minority (some of them, at
least) skilfully exploited Pope Paul’s
good qualities – his scrupulous consci-
entiousness, his learning, his concern
for unity – to gain their ends.

I recall being puzzled, when the Council
first opened, by reports that Pope John
watched the proceedings on television.
A spectator? No. both John and Paul
played important roles – referee, facili-
tator, court of appeal. (Neither took part
as a team player – as Bishop of Rome –
in the general sessions. They were
active behind the scenes.) This problem
lurks in the background of many scenes
of the story, and looms large in the fore-
ground of others. A theoretical anomaly,
it was dealt with by the Council with
admirable pragmatic common sense.

Pope Paul routinely lamented instances
of turbulence arising from the Council.
Seeing their chance of a sympathetic
hearing, conservatives put pressure on
him. Mgr Prignon noted, “It is clear to
me that at least certain members of the
minority are practising a kind of black-
mail on the Pope.” It seems that it was
possible to intimidate him, with sug-

gestions that he might be judged to be
countenancing heresy. Turbanti writes,
“Several times, Paul VI seems to have
been a hostage of the minority.” (p.33)
Alberigo writes, “Paul’s chosen
method was a constant trickle of inter-
ventions in the texts...” (p.598). This
was very evident in the debate on mar-
riage and procreation in “The Church
in the World Today”. The scenario of
Humanae Vitae two and a half years in
the future, can be seen developing.

So the force of John’s renewal was
weakened. Some of the original Curial
paperwork, formally rejected in the
first session, was surreptitiously rein-
stated. The aim of accommodating the
minority and reaching near unanimity
in the final voting – admirable in itself
– was achieved at the high cost of blur-
ring the message through compromises
and qualifications.

What do we make of it now, forty years
on? Dr Solange Lefebvre, a theologian
based in Montreal, Canada, writes: “If
there is one attitude all Catholics share,
it is that of disappointment at the out-
come of the Council, though for wide-
ly differing reasons.” (Concilium,
2006/1). I feel, sadly, that her verdict is
right – as far as it goes. But there is
more to be said. A Spanish theologian
says this more: “The greatness of
Vatican II lay in the fact that, for the
first time and in an official manner, it
recognised the situation by proclaim-
ing the need for an aggiornamento, and
thereby legitimating intentions to bring
it about. This is its indelible act.”
(Concilium, 2005/4).

The Council happened, and
Alberigo’s fine History gives us
access to it – those willing to read
2500 pages. The last, hopeful, word
should go to him. Writing of our situ-
ation today – our predicament – when
Christianity finds itself forced to
effect a reinculturation of the gospel
message, or be left in the past with a
language and outlook borrowed from
ancient Greek philosophy, he says:
Vatican II intuited the imminence of
this challenge... The powerful core of
its heritage consists in the uncon-
scious acceptance of this challenge...
and in the bold effort to develop the
scattered seeds.” (p.623).

John Challenor

BOOK REVIEWS
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A NEW APPROACH
TO CHRISTIAN FAITH

AND LIFE

Adrian B. Smith, Tomorrow's Faith;
A new framework of Christian belief;
and Tomorrow's Christian; A new
framework for Christian living; O
Books, 2005, each £9.95

These books address the discrepancy
between what Christians have tradi-
tionally been taught and the realities
and understandings of the present time.
We no longer accept the Bible as the
literal word of God since the many
writers were limited by the confines of
their own age and culture. In any case,
God — the Ultimate Reality — to use
Adrian Smith's term, is intrinsically
unknowable, far exceeding the bounds
of the human mind. Even the term
'Father' does not encompass the whole
reality. The writer understands Jesus to
be giving just one example, simply
meaning that God loves us as a father
loves his children; (but he always
refers to God as his Father).

The Nicene Creed expresses a diversi-
ty in God's being through Greek philo-
sophical concepts; Adrian Smith points
out that it gives a bare summary of
Jesus' life and death with no mention of
his message, and suggests that it has no
place in worship. He understands Jesus
of Nazareth to be the product of spiri-
tual development which reached in him
a new evolutionary level — rather like
the first runner of a four minute mile;
not some kind of God-man hybrid.
(Peter de Rosa has pointed out that we
would not accept that Jesus had two
heads, but to have two natures is just as
much of an impossibility!) Adrian
Smith goes so far as to propose that
while Jesus was wholly in the Christ he
was not the whole Christ; after all, St
Paul claimed that the Christ lives also
in us and in the Church; we go further
and acknowledge that the immanent
Christ is present in other religions also.
The Fall and Original Sin do not derive
from the scriptures; who now believes
that fully developed human beings
once lived in a state of pristine inno-
cence? Reminding us that for the
Orthodox the Incarnation and the
whole of Jesus' life was redemptive,
Adrian Smith downplays the ransom-
ing power of his death, proposing that
the only way the bereft disciples could
make sense of what had happened was
to see Jesus as the embodiment of the
spotless sacrificial victim foretold by
the prophets. This means that we jetti-

son not only our Passiontide hymns but
also the dialogue on the road to
Emmaus. Pace Geza Vermes, the prob-
lem of why Jesus died remains
unsolved. For this reader there is some-
thing missing in Adrian Smith's
account (others may think that the lack
is in me); this is all too impersonal, and
there seems to be another dimension
which is not taken into account.

With the second book, 30-odd short
sections with points to discuss, I feel
more at home. Adrian Smith sees us as
at one with the whole of creation,
called to work with the Creator to bring
about the destiny of the cosmos. God
does not reach people only through the
Church, but sometimes outside and
even in spite of this hierarchical insti-
tution with its emphasis on believing
certain tenets rather than living by
Kingdom values. Instead of calling
people to join for the sake of obtaining
their personal salvation, it should
rather be seeking to minister to the
world beyond its confines. In fact, he
describes the Church as a form of scaf-
folding which we need while getting
established, but afterwards can dis-
pense with. He sees the parish as an
outmoded social rather than scriptural
construct, its function better fulfilled
by small intimate communities. Many
people can no longer tolerate an organ-
isation which eschews dialogue and in
which everything is decided by the
Roman hierarchy, but more and more
members are simply ignoring Vatican
pronouncements and getting on with
Christian life at the grassroots.

It is true that sometimes even apparent-
ly successful parishes may survive on
mere sociability and 'busyness', while
others seem actually moribund, neither
making the search for spirituality their
chief priority. But there are parishes
which bring together vibrant groups
and where the Eucharist is a true cele-
bration of the people of God. Adrian
Smith rightly emphasises that a
Christian must be above all a mystic,
but membership of this vast deeply
flawed community, sancta through the
holiness of its members though semper
reformanda as an institution, is for
many a necessity, not an optional extra.
Adrian Smith's Christian of tomorrow
seems to be called to go it alone, too
difficult for most of us. We are chal-
lenged to wrestle with Adrian Smith's
suggestions about what we are to
believe and how we are to live: these
books are a valuable contribution to

current Christian thought.

Josephine Way

FINDING SANCTUARY

Christopher Jamison, Monastic Steps
for Everyday Life, Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 2006, £10

This is not, as one might have sup-
posed, a spin off from the TV series
filmed at Worth Abbey but an informa-
tive and attractive account of the
Benedictine way of life. Abbot
Christopher does not set out to tell the
whole story of the television five who
spent forty days at Worth, but refers in
passing to their experience as also to
that of many others who came in con-
tact with the monks. He shows how St
Benedict's Rule is not so much a set of
regulations as a series of insights and
helpful suggestions for those who
'would see good days', and gives many
examples from the lives of the desert
fathers.

The point about 'sanctuary' is that it is
a not a ready made holy place but one
which each one of us has to build. He
uses the image of a house which is
entered through the door of virtuous
living; then a floor of silence must be
laid with a carpet of contemplation.
The walls are built through obedience
and the roof raised by humility. But
this brief summary reveals nothing of
the richness of the writer's imagery and
his down to earth understanding of how
difficult the process actually is. The
concepts of silence and obedience are
alien to modem society; even those of
us who do not need constant back-
ground 'muzak' have to contend with
the continually jabbering voices in our
head. Following St Benedict's advice
not to place too heavy burdens on the
weak, Father Christopher encourages
us to offer just five minutes of silence
at the beginning and end of the day
(although we shall need an extra five
minutes to get into silence). He points
out that Quaker and Buddhist children
learn this practice from an early age.
People who claim to value freedom of
choice often do not realise that they are
in fact following the crowd, not only in
what they wear but in their lifestyle.
The root of obedience is listening with
discernment, then committing oneself
to a course of action which leads to the
greatest good for oneself and others.
Some people practice this kind of obe-
dience by accepting their obligation to
care for the young, the handicapped
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and the elderly more ordinarily we sud-
denly perceive that even clearing up
after other people can actually be fol-
lowing the Benedictine way.

It is imperative to come to see our-
selves as we really are, something we
do not want to know, and certainly
don't want others to find out. But there
is a wonderful freedom in acknowledg-
ing, that even if we do not commit
major sins, we really are sinners in
need of forgiveness and help simply by
being totally inadequate, and that God
pardons and cherishes us notwithstand-
ing.

The third monastic vow conversatio
morum is not about conversion but
about living with other people in com-
munity. This word is nowadays used in
a casual sense as in, for example, call-
ing all those who own bicycles the
cycling community; on the other hand
a cycling club which always waits for
slow riders to catch up is a true com-
munity. Another woolly concept is that
of spirituality, now commonly sup-
posed to have superseded old-fash-
ioned religion. Abbot Christopher does
not condemn those who seek salvation
in the Body, Mind and Spirit bookshop
sections, but gently points out that the
major world religions teach a whole
way of life. The test of true spirituality
is not having a peak experience but
manifesting God's love in everyday
life. This is only achieved by persisting
with the practice of prayer, helped by
spiritual reading in which a text is
chewed over to extract the nourish-
ment. The monastic — indeed the spir-
itual life is no easy option, described
by one monk as rising up and falling
down, then rising up again and falling
down again ad infinitum. This appar-
ently modest, eminently readable book
is so persuasive that it could inspire
even elderly readers to set out, belated-
ly, on the path of life.

Josephine Way

Note: This review will also appear in
the Journal of the Newman Association
of January 2007.

IS THIS THE FUTURE?

John Foster, An Awakening to
Awareness of our Humanity, Trafford
Publishing, Canada, 2006, £7.22,
ISBN 1-4120-5606-3

The author’s Foreword to this revolu-
tionary book begins by stating that
‘Many of the social permissions and

injunctions surrounding human sexual
behaviour have gone in our society. We
call it the permissive society, with lim-
itless possibilities and opportunities for
human growth and development, the
age of the person, of the coming-of-age
of love’. The author then moves into
multiple ways of looking at the future
of the human race and in an over-
whelmingly hopeful manner.

As if this was not revolutionary
enough, Foster also states that we have
begun to re-invent the very term
‘humanisation’ itself. Instead of the
traditional meaning that people con-
formed to a fixed immutable ideal of a
human being (as in medieval society),
today we are more inclined to follow
Abraham into a land without maps,
moving into our eschatological future
and the land of promise. But whereas
Abraham heard the voice of God, we
hear the language of the genes.

Foster is very clear that the human-
ization of sex is at the heart of the
promise of a new flowering of
humanity and is derived from the rev-
olutionary change in the mode of
human work from the artisan to the
scientific. But as the Church has for
many centuries been opposed to so
much that is good about sex, it is not
able to have much influence on the
coming-of-age of love.

With the end of the tyranny of nature,
humanity is now capable of making its
own future. In no area of scientific
activity is this clearer than in genetics.
Now humanity can quite literally
decide what future generations will be
like. The previous situation where we
were enslaved to some timeless, eter-
nal model of being a human being is
over and the future is entirely open to
humanity’s creativity. Unlike other
forms of life, human beings evolve not
organically but prosthetically, i.e.
through the use of tools, both physical
and conceptual.

The author also explores the possible
hidden correspondence between the
modern scientific revolution and the
claims of Christianity to renew the
earth. Perhaps science today is more
likely to recognize God’s purpose in
human experience than is
Christianity. Foster also makes it
clear that the Christian gospel should
be more at home with the dynamism
of modern life than it could ever have
been with past modes of near-static
human existence.

A particularly dramatic example of the
author’s manner of thinking is provided
by his rewriting of the Our Father. He
states that this prayer is thoroughly
grounded in an outmoded set of social
relationships. For a start, the very name
Our Father no longer evokes transcen-
dence, as we are no longer a patriarchy
society. Thy Kingdom Come no longer
applies, as we don’t have countries
governed by kings (although we do
have a few kings around without a lot
of power — mostly they are there to
attract tourists). And so Foster moves
on to show that most of the language of
the Our Father no longer applies to us
today. And so he rewrites it completely.

To sum up this far-seeing book — it
turns most of our current ways of think-
ing completely upside down. Unless
the Christian Church sits up and takes
notice, it will soon end up in the muse-
um — perhaps the Vatican Museum.

NOTES: John Foster died 09.09.03.
The UK address of Trafford Publishing
is: 2nd Floor, 9 Park End Street,
Oxford OX1 1HH.

Website: www.trafford.com.

Frank J. Pycroft

“Celie, tell the truth, have you
ever found God in church? I
never did. I just found a bunch
of folks hoping for him to
show. Any God I ever felt in
church I brought in with me.
And I think the other folks did
too. They come to church to
share God, not find God.”

Alice Walker, 1983

“To the extent that any priest,
deacon, or pastorally trained
person clings to worldly privi-
lege, titles, and honours, or
maintains an air of false supe-
riority, everything that can be
said about the ‘dignity’ of the
ordained priesthood and the
priesthood of the people
becomes insipid, misleading,
and totally false.”

Bernard Häring, 1996
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REVIEW OF CCC WEBSITE
Robert Nowell

As a website it strikes me as very good.
I found it easy to navigate round. The
only problem would arise for those still
using Windows 98 when the page
width is wider than the screen, so that
if one wants to print anything out one
has to do it by copying and pasting.

The movement’s aims and history are
clearly set out, though what is not men-
tioned is its origin in the Ad Hoc
Committee set up in the wake of
Humanae Vitae to provide a forum
where priests could voice their concerns
semi-privately without running the risk
of being disciplined by their bishops (as
some were in the immediate aftermath
of that disastrous encyclical).

But the eulogy of Hans King is out of
focus and sometimes inaccurate and
misleading, while the account of the
movement's history fails to tell readers
when the McCabe affair blew up and to
explain clearly what lay behind it: the
decision by the leading English theolo-
gian Charles Davis at the end of 1966 to
leave the Catholic Church because of its
lack of concern for truth and for people.
And, of course, the immediate spark that
set off the explosion that blew Charles
Davis out of the Church was Paul VI's
statement on birth control that the
Church was not in a state of doubt but in
a state of 'study and reflection'.

Nor does it seem fair to state that 'for
most of the English bishops the closure
of the Vatican Council could not come
too soon' and to accuse 'some' of them of

having 'often slept or sat uncomprehend-
ingly through' its sessions. That wasn't
the impression given by the bishops I
encountered in Rome in 1964 and 1965.
Perhaps whoever wrote this account of
the Catholic Renewal Movement's histo-
ry is harking back to the good old days
when bishop bashing was the favourite
sport of Catholic intellectuals. What he
or she ignores is the way in which the
Catholic Church in England and Wales
has for the most part not split up into
mutually hostile enclaves of 'progres-
sives' and 'conservatives'.

To an extent that arouses the envy of
our brothers and sisters in countries
like France and Germany, English and
Welsh Catholics have been able to talk
and listen to each other despite their
differences. For this our bishops
deserve at least some of the credit. We
should remember bishops like the late
Alan Clark, who was an unfrightened
conservative quite willing to change
his mind if that was what the evidence
demanded; George Patrick Dwyer,
who vigorously but unsuccessfully
campaigned in Rome for bishops to be
allowed to go on authorising services
of penance with general absolution
(something which was found actually
to increase the numbers going to indi-
vidual confession but which the
Vatican clamped down on after Bishop
Carroll T. Dozier of Memphis,
Tennessee, hired a football stadium for
the purpose); or the way in which
Cardinal Basil Hume and his fellow

bishops succeeded in persuading Rome
not to parachute an Opus Dei priest
into the vacant diocese of
Northampton.

What would be more helpful here would
be the inclusion of Michael Winter's
remarks (in the 'Topics' section) about
the enormous shift in power from the
bishops to the Roman Curia and some
suggestions as to what might be done to
remedy this. Perhaps the most important
step would be to heal the fourth wound
of the Church and restore the appoint-
ment of bishops to where it belongs: the
diocese and the local Church. There
does not seem in this context to be any
reference to Antonio Rosmini's classic
study of the ills of the Church (The Five
Wounds of the Church [1836], ET
Fowler Wright, 1987)

Among other 'Topics' are valuable con-
tributions from Paul Collins, Jack
Dominion, and Frank Pycroft, who
writes on the ministry of Jacques
Gaillot, the bishop of Evreux who was
sacked by Rome in 1995. In other
essays most of the neuralgic issues
troubling the Church are covered,
including the role of women in the
Church, clericalism and the mandatory
celibacy that feeds it, and same sex
relationships.

Finally, very much deserving of men-
tion are John Mackrell's contribution to
Muslim-Christian dialogue and Henry
Wansbrough's analysis of the quest for
the historical Jesus.

“Schillebeeckx (1981) calls attention to a kind of double
hermeneutical standard applied to the actions of Jesus. Why, he
asks, must the fact that Jesus chose only men as apostles have
absolute and immutable theological significance, while the fact
that he chose for the most part only married men is granted no
significance whatever? He could have appended a long list of
similar questions about cases where the action of the Roman
Catholic Church is at variance with the actions of Jesus.”

Justus George Lawler, 1990

CCC Residential
Conference 2007

Please read the flyer
enclosed with this issue
advertising a three days
residential conference
“Humanising the Church”
with Dr Jack Dominian at
Chigwell, Monday to
Wednesday 19-21 March
2007. It promises to be a
great success.
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Our web site appears to be a modest success, as shown in these statistics:

Month              Visits        Pages        Hits

Jul  2006            222          1286         4046

Aug                   203            886         2069

Sept                   185           603         1735

Oct                     281          772          2128

Totals                  893        3549        90080 

After a flurry of interest in July, possibly among those close to CCC, the number of pages seen and hits deliv-
ered have declined, though that decline appears to have levelled off.  In the last four days of October the sta-
tistics rose sharply, which may betoken that a new search engine has found the site. We may possibly have
lost some potential visitors, because the ‘click here’ entry point was too low to be seen on some screens —
a defect since corrected.  Whence do our visitors emanate? USA 40% (main users of internet), UK 26%,
France, Austria, Luxembourg, Switzerland 1% each, unidentifiable 30%, 0% from the Vatican State and
Italy!

HITS BY CATEGORY

July    Aug      Sept     Oct      Average

1. Information     102      55        43        43        60.75

2. Links                71      53        40        44        52.00

4. Topics             101     47         38        42        57.00

INFORMATION

July    Aug    Sept    Oct        Avg

What is CCC?                62       40       27       22       37.25

Patron: Hans Küng         39       30       14       17       25.00

Manifesto                       26       31       10      15       20.50

Contact                  39       30        23      19       27.75

Activities                       39        30       19      10       24.50

Executive                       37       22       18      11       22.00

Publications                    33       30       17      22       25.50 

History of CCC               30       20       11      12       18.25

Renew no 139                                                17       17.00    

Renew no 138                                                17       17.00

There is more than three and a half times the number of hits per page of information than for the pages of
topics. Visitors to the site indicate that they are chiefly interested in ‘What is CCC’, its activities and espe-
cially its publications, which is surely encouraging.
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ccc4vat2.co.uk
The Web site three months on

John Mackrell
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There is an honourable equality among the five main categories of topics:

Jul       Aug        Sept       Oct          Avg

1. Government of the Church             40        17           11          14         20.50

2. Clericalism                                    30        19           12          15        19.00 

3. Ecumenism & Inter-Faith               19        13           12          12        14.00 

4. Gender & Sex                                30        26           13          20        21.25

5. Church in the World                       27        16             8          16        16.75

That may suggest that there is no one area which forms an outstanding focus of interest for our visitors. Yet,
within those areas at least four favourites stand out. Under ‘Government of the Church’, Roman Curia 29
hits and Evangelisation and Humanisation 16 hits. The choice of the first suggests that some visitors regard
the Roman Curia as the institution primarily responsible for vitiating the structure of the Church. The sec-
ond article, which deals with the institutional church’s failure to minister to people’s emotional needs, may
suggest dissatisfaction with the Church’s structure as a whole. Under ‘Clericalism’, Abusive Priests, the 30
hits, far higher than for any other article, betrays abhorrence for that crime, against a fairly jaundiced, but
tolerant attitude towards  clericalism itself. Under Gender & Sex, ‘Same-Sex Relationships’ score of 27 hits
shows that this issue promises to become as divisive for the Roman Catholic Church, as it is at present in
the Church of England. As many other issues of gender and sex generate controversy in the Church, it will
be interesting to see if a forthcoming article, exposing ‘The Sexual Fantasies of John Paul II’ arouses as
much interest!

NOTES  
These and other statistics may be retrieved at: www.ccc4vat2.co.uk/stats.

Should you want a break-down by month, click on the particular month.

For an ‘explanation’ of terms — a real brain-teaser — click on:
Webalizer Version 2.01 at the bottom of the page.
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For Tom Fox, martyr for Peace in Iraq:

Peace
When will you ever, Peace, wild wooddove, shy wings shut,

Your round me roaming end, and under be my boughs?

When, when, Peace, will you, Peace? I’ll not play hypocrite

To own my heart: I yield you do come sometimes; but

That piecemeal peace is poor peace. What pure peace allows

Alarms of wars, the daunting, wars, the death of it?

O surely, reaving Peace, my Lord should leave in lieu

Some good! And so he does leave Patience exquisite,

That plumes to Peace thereafter. And when Peace here 

does house

He comes with work to do, he does not come to coo,

He comes to brood and sit.

Gerard Manley Hopkins
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CCC ADDRESSES
Chair of CCC, Frank J. Pycroft
1 Beversbrook Road, Upper Holloway, London N19 4QG
Tel: +44 (0)20 7281 0467   frank@f-c-d.co.uk

CCC Secretariat, Simon Bryden-Brook
1 Carysfort House, 14 West Halkin Street, London SW1X 8JS
Tel: +44 (0)20 7235 2841   Fax: +44 (0)20 7823 2110
brydenbrook@talk21.com

RENEW Editor-in-Chief, Frank Regan, 18 Waltham Road, Newton Abbot,
Devon, TQ12 1LH   Tel: 01626 363 093   frankregan@hotmail.co.uk

CCC/POGT Treasurer, Colin Stockford
5B Wimborne Road, Blandford, Dorset DT11 7AP
colin@stockfords.fsnet.co.uk

CCC’s website address: http://www.ccc4vat2.co.uk

MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS
Members are invited to make an annual donation to CCC, or if tax-payers to The
People of God Trust (POGT) under a Gift Aid Declaration (GAD). POGT has the
same aims as CCC and gives generous support to the movement. Please ask The
Treasurer for a GAD form when you first pay to POGT if you are a tax-payer.

The Committee is proposing to the AGM that the recommended annual donation
be £20 (now £15), special low income rate £12 (now £8), Life Membership £250
(unchanged), or £150 (now £100) for those over 70. A single donation covers
two people at the same address.

Cheques (payable to POGT if a tax-payer, and to CCC otherwise) should be sent to
The Treasurer, from whom Banker’s Order Forms are also available. CAF vouchers
in favour of POGT are also welcome.

Donations are normally due on 1st October each year. Membership labels show how
you are paying – see below.

YOUR ADDRESS LABEL
The letters in the top right-hand corner of your address label indicate how your sub-
scription/donation reaches us. 10/06 means a contribution is expected in October
2006. SO and POGT mean that you pay by standing order, either to CCC or POGT.
SB means that you subscribe to RENEW but are not a member of CCC.
DISCR/COMP/LIFE mean that no payment is expected from you.

GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
1. RENEW is published quarterly by Catholics for a Changing Church (former-

ly the Catholic Renewal Movement founded in 1969) which supports contin-
uing change in the Roman Catholic Church in the spirit of the Second Vatican
Council (1962-65).

2. CCC is a Catholic organization, but open, independent and critical. We aim to
present our views without any bitterness, sourness or personal attacks but with
respect and compassion for all. Contributions should be reasoned rather than
polemical.

3. Space being limited, 850 words is the usual maximum for articles, rising just
occasionally to above this figure. Reviews and reports should be nearer 500
and letters even shorter.

4. Contributions, including letters to the editor, are welcomed and should be
sent to the editor preferably via e-mail to frankregan@hotmail.co.uk, or in
clear typed copy that can be scanned into a computer.

5. Material is edited for length, clarity and accuracy of detail, but with minimum
of interference. The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for what is published in
RENEW but views expressed do not necessarily reflect the policy of Catholics
for a Changing Church. We aim to correct any errors subsequently.

6. Please contact the editors in advance if you would like advice. The Editor-in-
Chief is Frank Regan and Production Editor is Frank Pycroft.

7. © Copyright CCC unless otherwise stated.

ADRIAN SMITH’S
SPEAKING

ENGAGEMENTS

2006
DDeecceemmbbeerr 22
New Maldon

An Advent Retreat
Details: Maire Lawless

01279-503538

22000077
MMaayy 55

South Craven (near Skipton)
Seminar:

Our Shifting Perception of God
Details: David Warrington

01535-637012

JJuunnee 2233
Bishop’s Stortford, Herts

Seminar:
Meditation: the journey to our

centre, a way into God
Details: Rita Morson

01279-850209

JJuullyy 22--66
Ammerdown Centre, Somerset

Seminar:
Our Changing Perception of God

Details: Ammerdown Centre
01761-433709

As on 7/11/06

NEW EXECUTIVE
We are happy to report that at the October
2006 AGM, the members of last year’s
executive agreed to re-election and co-
option for the coming year. The only
major change is that poor health has
forced Ann Barton to retire as one of our
Vice-Chairs. She remains on the execu-
tive and Christine Hacklett takes her
place as our second Vice-Chair with
Elizabeth Price.
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IF UNDELIVERED,
PLEASE RETURN TO:
CCC SECRETARIAT

1 Carysfort House
14 West Halkin Street

London SW1X 8JS

RENEW
The Quarterly Newsletter of

Catholics for a Changing Church

Where to Find the Centre of the Universe?

History tells us that there have been many centres of the universe.
Athens was once a centre of empire and world culture. No less a mis-
sionary than St Paul went to tackle it for Christ but was snubbed by the
local intelligentsia. Rome succeeded Athens and became Christianity’s
Eternal City even though its temporal history was quite murky.

People used to believe that Earth was the centre of the universe.
Copernicus and Galileo proved otherwise at the risk of the Church’s dis-
pleasure. And men believed that they were the centre of the universe
until women moved from rocking the cradle to shaking the foundations.

We are still living in an age of empire. Arguably, the Washington/New
York City axis is its centre. But five years ago an apocalyptic event
occurred which revealed other powers operating and wanting to destroy
that empire. Another power was also revealed that day: the power of
love and reconciliation. As the planes hurled towards their respective
targets passengers got on their mobiles to phone last messages of love
and yearning to their wives and children. Parents of victims within days
were beseeching for no vengeance in their names. But that power was
seemingly overwhelmed and obscured by the power of revenge and of
empire wounded.

The number 911(the USA’s 999) has become forever burned into our
memories. And we have had five anniversaries to commemorate the
events of that day. No one recalls the date of the invasion of Afghanistan
the following month nor other significant dates occurring in the last five
years. More than 2800 perished that day five years ago. More than that
number of US troops have died since, as well as British, Italian, Polish,
Japanese, UN et al fatalities. And up to 600,000 Iraqi civilians have died
also. 

There are other centres of the universe, very different and half forgot-
ten. There is Hiroshima, Auschwitz, Rwanda as well as the one in lower
Manhattan. The nearness of Christmas reminds us that our centre is
deep within and infinitely far. Bethlehem symbolises that centre where
a loving God whose centre is everywhere and whose circumference is
nowhere sought a place among displaced humanity. 

You and I are somehow caught up in the web of that tremendous mys-
tery so that our joy might be full. We are salt of the earth and light of
the world. The joy, the festivity and the giving are all to remind us of
that deeper graced reality. We are sent to give life to the world, a life we
derive from the God of life who missions us for the life of the world. 

To celebrate Christmas is to reaffirm our commitment to life and all its
fullness, to its transformation and transfiguration. A very Merry and
Joyous Christmas to you all. 

Frank Regan

December 2006


